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ABSTRACT

Home video collections constitute an important source of content to be experienced within the digital entertainment
context. To make such content easy to access and reuse, various video analysis technologies have been researched and
developed to extract video assets for management tasks, including video shot/scene detection, keyframe extraction, and
video skimming/summarization. However, one less addressed issue is to investigate how useful those assets are in helping
consumers managing their video collections and the usage pattern of the assets. In this paper, we present Personal Video
Manager, both as a home video management system and an explorative research platform to enable a systematic analysis
and understanding of consumers’ demand on video assets and video processing technologies. For understanding con-
sumer’s interest, PVM adopts database management technologies to model and archive how consumers identify video
assets and utilize them for management tasks. The PVM mining engine performs data mining on such archived data to
mine useful knowledge of consumer’s preference on video assets and behavior on utilizing the assets. As revealed in the
experiment, consumer's interaction embeds rich information to be leveraged in developing more effective video analysis
technologies.
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1   INTRODUCTION

Digital entertainment is largely about prompting consumers’ experience on multimedia content. Specific to video con-
tent, many technologies have been developed to identify useful assets to organize, access and reuse content, such as video
shot/scene detection3 , keyframe extraction11, and video skimming/summarization1,2,4,7. On the other hand, given the
progress achieved in those areas in the past decade, managing video content, particularly, home video content is still con-
sidered to be a time consuming and complex task that is beyond mass consumers’ reach. One factor contributing to such
gap is the lack of systematic analysis and understanding of what assets can best help consumers managing their video col-
lections and in what ways consumers prefer to utilize the assets for the management tasks.

In this paper, we present Personal Video Manager that serves as both a home video management system and a explor-
ative research platform to explore consumer’s interest on video assets. As a home video management system, PVM pro-
vides following tools to help consumers to manager their video collections:

• Content ingestion: PVM offers a digitization station that can transform video content stored on various media (Hi-8,
mini DV, VHS, etc.) into digital video files of various formats (MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and AVI).
• Content asset collection: PVM provides a web-based asset annotation application to enable consumers easily interact
with digital video collections to identify video assets and archive the assets in a systematic way by utilizing server/client
and database technologies.
• Content consumption: PVM provides a web-based searching/browsing application to enable consumers efficiently
accessing their video collections using the video assets collected from the annotation application. 

As a research platform, the issue that PVM is mostly interested to explore is what assets can best help consumers man-
aging their video collections and in what ways they prefer to utilize assets for the management tasks. The cornerstone that
makes such exploration possible is a set of carefully designed metadata schemas that represent the video assets. The meta-
data schemas regulate the scope of semantics that a consumer can use to characterize video content. A consumer utilizes
the annotation application to identify video assets. The descriptions of the identified assets are stored according to the
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schemas in the database. In the searching/browsing application, a consumer queries on the stored metadata to find assets
of interest. As a result, the stored metdata and the query pattern on the metadata provide a data repository to mine consum-
ers’ interest on collecting and utilizing video assets. And the metadata schemas assure that a systematic analysis is feasi-
ble. 

Given that standards like MPEG-76 and MPV5 have been well-known for offering metadata descriptions of multime-
dia content, it is necessary to clarify that the emphasis of PVM, as a research platform, is to select a set of commonly used
video assets, which is only a small subset of the video assets covered in the standards, and put them in a tractable environ-
ment to examine how they are utilized by consumers. By having a full control of the implementation of the metadata sche-
mas and PVM management applications, i.e., the asset annotation and browsing/searching applications, we have an
opportunity to collect the valuable data from consumers’ interaction with video collections on how they like to character-
ize the content and utilize the characterization. For one example, the concept of “video keyframe” has been widely known
from various research literatures and commercial products. However, do consumers really use the concept of “keyframe”
to memorize the video content? Under what occasions, does this concept (not) apply? The answers to questions of such
nature are fundamental to many multimedia asset management tasks but can only be found through studying the consumer
experience and interaction with content. It is from this perspective we justify the research motivation of PVM.

In the following, we first give an overview of PVM on its architecture design and implementation; In Section 3, we
describe the metadata schemas proposed and implemented in PVM. This is followed by the introduction of PVM manage-
ment applications, including the asset annotation application and browsing/searching application in Section 4 and the data
mining engine in Section 5. In Section 6, we describe the experiment results from mining the database and interfacing
with consumers and end the paper in Section 7 with a short discussion.

2   PVM ARCHITECTURE

The PVM architecture is depicted in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1, PVM adopts server/client architecture to support
flexible and distributed content access and asset management. The captured videos, after being digitized and compressed,
are stored on a networked storage server and accessible through PVM web-based management applications. A client uses
PVM annotation application to extract video assets, which are represented as metadata. The metadata is stored in a net-
worked database server, on which a set of schemas (tables) are defined to archive the metadata. In the PVM browsing/
searching application, a client browses and searches on his/her video collections by querying on the metadata and based
on client’s query, the server utilizes the metadata to compose a customized view of the video content and return this view
to the client.

Digitization Station Video Storage

Annotation Application Browsing/Searching Application

Database

Metadata Schema

Mining Engine

Indexing/FTS

Fig 1. PVM architecture 
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Regarding the technologies adopted to implement this architecture, we use Microsoft SQL server 20008 to archive the
metadata and perform indexing and full text search to answer client’s request. The mining engine is also provided as part
of the server to be utilized by a data miner for data mining tasks. The PVM server and the client communicate though
server pages. The server utilizes .NET techniques, including ADO.NET and ASP.NET to compose the server page deliv-
ered to the client. On the client side, JavaScript is used to support the client interaction with the server page, and control
the embedded windows media player to view the video. In the next section, we discuss the design and implementation of
the metadata schemas in detail.

3   PVM METADATA SCHEMA DESIGN

In PVM, the personal video assets are characterized and represented by metadata. The relational database model is uti-
lized to describe assets and a relational database management system is developed to support the archive and management
of the metadata assets. In relational database model8, a relation is an abstract term referring to an object or a relationship
among objects. A relation consists of a relation schema and a relation instance. A relation instance is a table with columns.
Each row in the table is called a record. The format of the record, such as the data type, associated constraints, is defined
by the relation schema and described using the SQL syntax. The metadata schema essentially defines the nature of the
data stored in a table.

3.1   Metadata schemas

The design of PVM metadata schemas has the following considerations: 

• Considering the broad variety of the content of personal video collections, we can only capture a small set of assets in
PVM. In PVM, six metadata schemas are designed for capturing personal video assets, which are “VideoAudioEvent”,
“VideoCameraMotion”, “VideoShot”, “VideoSegment”, “VideoKeyframe” and “VideoVisualChange”. Those assets are
chosen for two reasons. First, they are frequently utilized in video management applications; Secondly, the investigation
of the usefulness and preferred usage model on these categories of metadata can facilitate developing more efficient asset
extraction algorithms.
• As personal video captures and reflects personal experience, the understanding and interpretation of the personal
video are subjective as well. Bearing this in mind, we separate the metadata into “Editing Metadata” and “Raw Meta-
data”. The “Editing Metadata” includes the six types of assets mentioned above. The “Raw Metadata” is captured by
“VideoSource” schema. Given a video, the “Editing Metadata” captures a personalized view of the content, whereas
“Raw Metadata” describes the unchangeable knowledge of the raw video material. A video can be associated with multi-
ple sets of “Editing Metadata” but only one set of “Raw Metadata”, such as length and format of the video file. The link-
age between a personalized instance of “Editing Metadata” and “Raw Metadata” is captured by “VideoInfo” schema.

Figure 2 provides an overview of the schema implementation in PVM and how the “Editing Metadata” schemas are
associated with the “Raw Metadata” through the “VideoInfo” schema. Some notes to help better understanding Figure 2
are given below:

• In both “VideoSource” and “VideoInfo” schemas, the attribute “Privacy” provides video content owner and editor
control on which level the content can be exposed. More specifically, the value of the “Privacy” can be chosen from
“Individual”, “Group” and “Public” to enforce content exposure at different levels.
• All “Editing Metadata” schemas have the “Annotation” attribute, which is defined as a text string. The “Annotation”
attribute provides a consumer to annotate a video asset in text, besides visual/audio attributes.
• “VideoAudioEvent” schema: for describing a distinguishable audio character, such as singing, laughing, applause, of
a video subsequence. 
• “VideoCameraMotion” schema: for specifying the type of camera motion (pan or zoom) and the direction of camera
motion (in/out for zoom and left/right/up/down for pan) of a video subsequence.
• “VideoSegment” schema: for describing a video subsequence with some particular visual characters, including time
gap, highlight, high motion intensity.
• “VideoVisualChange” schema: for describing the visual cues that indicates the transition of stories in the video con-
tent, which can happen within a shot or across shots. 
• In both “VideoShot” and “VideoKeyframe” schemas, the “HyperlinkType” and “Hyperlink” attributes provide a way
to specify a reference material (a file or a website) to better describe a keyframe or a shot.
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Fig 2. Overview of PVM metadata schemas: Each box represents one metadata schema and the bold text on top left corner of the box
indicates the name of the relation that the schema describes. Each row in a box represents an attribute of the relation. The row with
the key symbol besides is the attribute used to uniquely identify an instance of the relation. The “foreign key constraint”8  between
two relations is represented by the link with key symbol on one end. 
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A more detailed description of the schemas can be found in [10]. Next, we illustrate how database tables are instanti-
ated and populated according to these schemas and how the assets are organized so that a reliable correspondence between
the “Editing Metadata” and “Raw Metadata” can be maintained.

3.2   Metadata flow in PVM

Figure 3 shows a simplified example on how the metadata is generated according to the schema and how different cat-
egories of metadata are associated together. Once a video input is digitized and registered in database, an entry (row) is
added on “VideoSource” table with a unique integer (“VideoSourceID”) automatically generated as the ID and assigned
to that video. A registered video is protected by a user validation process. A user can access a video file if one of the fol-
lowing conditions is met: 1) The user is also the owner of the video file; 2) The privacy level is set to “group” or “public”
by the content owner and the user is in the same group or in the same network as the owner. The justification of the access
level is resolved by network authentication process, such as Windows NT authentication, when a user logs into PVM web
application. A valid user is uniquely identified by the “UserID”.

Once a user logs into PVM and selects a video to annotate, an entry (row) is inserted into the “VideoInfo” table. The
DBMS enforces a restriction that an entry has to have a unique pair of “VideoSourceID” and “Editor” to be inserted into
the table. The “Editor” corresponds to “Username” in “User” table. For each valid entry, a unique integer “VideoID” is
generated and assigned to that entry. 

Using the PVM web annotation application, a user, after logging in, edits the chosen video to generate all sorts of
metadata, such as metadata about “VideoKeyframe”, “VideoShot” and so on and the metadata is stored into different
tables according to the metadata schemas. For illustration purpose, we use the keyframe asset as an example to describe
the metadata flow. When a user indicates a frame in the chosen video file is a keyframe, a new entry (row) is inserted into
the “VideoKeyframe” table. This entry, besides all the keyframe associated information, such as “FrameIndexType” and
so on, has the “VideoID” field, which associates the entry in the “VideoKeyframe” table with an entry in the “VideoInfo”
table. The schema design adopts the so called “foreign key constraint” in DBMS to assure that an entry in “VideoKey-
frame” table has to have the “VideoID” field filled with a valid number pointing to a valid entry in the “VideoInfo” table.
This constraint also applies to other “Editing Metadata” schemas.

VideoSourceID Owner Title Privacy

1 Smith Trip 2

UserID Username Passwd

5 Alan xxxxx

VideoSourceID

1 Alan

EditorVideoID

3

1

KeyframeID VideoID

3

FrameIndexType

0

15 3 0

4

ShotID VideoID

3

FrameIndexType

0

10 3 0

VideoSource User

VideoInfo

VideoKeyframe VideoShot

Fig 3. An illustrative example on metadata generation and association in PVM
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The schemas such designed allow the DBMS to use one table to archive one type of metadata, though the entries of the
table are generated from different users annotating different video files. The “VideoID” field in the “Editing Metadata”
schemas serves the purpose to identify with which video file that entry is associated and by whom that entry is generated.
For one example, in Figure 3, by using the “VideoID” field of first entry of the “VideoKeyframe” table (“VideoID”=3),
we can index back in the “VideoInfo” table to find the corresponding entry that has 3 as the value of “VideoID”. Thus, by
looking at this entry, we can tell who the editor is (“Alan”, for this case) and which video file is edited (the one with “Vid-
eoSourceID”=1). Meanwhile, the unique restriction on “VideoInfo” states that an entry is considered to be a valid one as
long as it has a unique pair of values of “VideoSourceID” and “Editor”. This restriction implies that a video file can be
annotated by multiple valid users. However, for one video file, a user can only produce one set of “Editing Metadata” as
the annotation of that file. In summary, the entries in “VideoInfo” table establish the association between the “Raw Meta-
data” and “Editing Metadata” and the “foreign key constraint” is adopted in the schema design to ensure the association is
valid and accurate.

4   PVM MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS

As introduced in Section 2, PVM implements two server/client based web applications to help users manage their
video collections. The annotation application provides means to enable a user interacting with the video content. It is also
responsible for translating the user’s interaction into metadata and archiving the metadata to the DBMS. The browsing/
searching application provides an environment in which a user can quickly find the interested video content by using the
metadata as the key to query the video collection. 

In the following, we will give an overview of the main features and user interactions supported in both applications.
Since many possible actions involved in the user’s interaction with video content, we will not go through the full fledged
description of the interaction but only provide the description of the main functionalities.

4.1   Annotation application

Fig 4. Annotation application

Media Player

Annotation 
Control

Asset Tree-view

Video Control
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Figure 4 shows the interface of annotation web application. This interface is composed by four parts

• Media Player panel: a media player to display the video to be annotated
• Annotation Control panel: web controls to be triggered to annotate video assets.
• Asset Tree-view panel: a tree-view of the video content constructed using the available assets of that video
• Video Control panel: web controls of video display and simple browsing

To give a flavor of the user interaction, we illustrate how a keyframe is identified and annotated. Using the Media
Player and web controls in the Video Control panel, a user can start playing the video and performing random seeking in
the video file. Once a frame is spotted as a keyframe, the user can click on the “Set Keyframe” button located in the Anno-
tation Control panel. Such interaction will trigger a pop-up frame, as shown in Figure 5, on which a set of web controls are
presented to allow the user further specify the attributes associated with this keyframe. Once the user clicks on the “Sub-
mit” button on that frame, all the information, including the frame timestamp and attributes, will be submitted to the
server and the DBMS on the server will validate the submitted information and generate a new entry on the “VideoKey-
frame” table. Once the new entry is created on server’s database table, the Asset Tree-view panel will be updated to add
one leaf under the “Keyframe” node to reflect current assets of the video file. Other types of assets can be annotated in a
similar fashion.

It also should be noted that PVM architecture is designed to be open to automatic asset generation. The automatic
annotation web controls shown in Figure 4 are presented to demonstrate the possible plug-in of the automatic asset extrac-
tion algorithms, such as face detection, keyframe extraction and so on.

4.2   Searching/Browsing application

Figure 6 shows the searching and browsing environment in which a user utilizes the collected metadata to easily find
the interesting visual assets in the collection. It consists of the following parts:

• Query panel: web controls to enable query construction.
• Retrieval panel: web controls to list retrieved video assets and support user’s selection on listed items for a detailed
asset view.
• Asset-view panel: a detailed view of the list item selected from the Retrieval Panel. The detailed view includes both
the video display and the text annotation display.
• Video Control panel: web controls of video display and simple browsing

Fig 5. Pop-up frame to specify keyframe attributes
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A user composes the query in the Query Panel. There are two types of queries are supported in current implementa-
tion: text query and visual asset query. The text query searches on the “Annotation” property of video assets by using the
full-text search capability supported in Microsoft SQL Server 2000 and returns the matched video assets as retrievals. The
other type of query is to let the user indicates which type of video assets to search for and what properties of that type of
asset should have. The Query panel in Figure 6 shows an example of searching for assets with camera motion that is a pan
from left to right. The matched video assets are returned to the user a list of clickable items in the Retrieval panel. The
user can select one of them to view the details of the asset. The selected asset is presented in the Asset-view Panel, in
which the Media Player displays the video frame or segment and the text for the text annotation associated with the asset.

To summarize, with both the annotation and searching/browsing applications, PVM enables consumers efficiently col-
lecting the metadata of videos and easily utilizing the metadata to access and reuse of the content.

5   PVM MINING ENGINE

In PVM, two basic data mining techniques, k-means based clustering and decision tree based classification, offered by
Microsoft analysis engine8 are available to perform analysis on data accumulated through consumer interaction with video
content. Both the two techniques are well known ones in machine learning applications. The main contribution of
Microsoft analysis engine is to enable an environment in which a data miner can flexibly apply the techniques to the data
stored in the database. For example, the analysis engine allows a data miner to easily pick columns from any table on a
SQL server as the input to the clustering engine and quickly present the graphical clustering results. This flexibility will
be further illustrated in Section 6. It should be noted that while many complex and advanced data mining techniques, such
as association rule mining, being researched and developed in data mining community, PVM’s current focus is mainly on
how to practically utilize the available data mining tools to explore the accumulated video asset metadata accumulated in
PVM.

Fig 6. Browsing/Searching application

Retrieval

Query

Asset View

Video Control
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6   IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The PVM offers complete consumer experience, including content ingestion, asset annotation and content consump-
tion. Currently, PVM hosts about 80 hours of home video content, contributed from 11 consumers. Consumers interact
with content through PVM to manage their video collection, with the acknowledgement that PVM is a monitored environ-
ment. The design and implementation of PVM itself is also a evolving process that is tailored by consumers’ feedback. In
this section, we first summarize the experience from interfacing consumers and then present the results from data mining
process on the video asset metadata.

6.1   Notes from consumer feedback

Interfacing consumers directly and understanding their needs on video management are proven to be a very valuable
and revealing experience. Some notes taken from this experience are listed below:

• At the early stage of designing metadata schemas, content privacy, from both content owner and content editor’s per-
spectives, is a concern frequently expressed by consumers. This concern motivates the realization of “Privacy” attribute
in both “VideoSource” and “VideoInfo” tables to support the privacy control. However, a database design solution on
“Privacy” notion is merely enough. One challenge to video analysis/management community is how to make it easy for
consumers to express such notion effectively.
• From the consumer’s feedback, identifying a highlight or representative segment of video is a task that consumers
very much like to do to summarize the content. However, it is also commonly commented that manually locating the
boundary of a video segment is the most time consuming and tiring task for consumers. Motivated by such feedback, a
semi-automatic approach9 is developed as an effort to answer this challenge.
• In searching/browsing applications, keyword search from the text annotation is more common than search on some
visual cues, such as “camera pan from left to right”.

6.2   Practicing data mining

Systematic data mining is performed on video asset tables. Figure 7 illustrates one example to demonstrate the data
mining practice in PVM. Figure 7 (a) shows the first step of data mining process, choosing the data to be analyzed. As
shown in Figure 7 (a), a data miner can pick a table from database and chose one or multiple (only one shown in the exam-

Fig 7. Illustration of utilizing analysis engine to perform clustering on the “CameraMotionType” attribute of “VideoCameraMotion”
table. In (c), there are 4 clustered resulted from clustering 61 instances. There are 25, 21, 8, and 7 instances in Cluster 1, 2, 3 and 4
respectively. The instances in Cluster 1, 2 represent camera zoom in and out respectively. The instances in Cluster 3, 4 represent cam-
era pan from left and right respectively. 

(a)

(b)

(c)
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ple) attributes as the targeted data to analyze. The second step is to choose which tool to use for the data analysis, as
shown in Figure 7 (b). Currently, the available two options are decision tree and k-means clustering. The last step is to
apply the tool to the chosen data and present the analysis result, as illustrated in Figure 7 (c). Through some simple clus-
tering based data mining exercise as just described, some rather interesting patterns are revealed, as listed below:

• Camera zoom in and out are more frequently found than camera pan. In Figure 7 (c), the total number of “VideoCam-
eraMotion” instances, identified by the consumers, is 61. Among them, 46 are camera zoom in/out and 15 are camera
pan.
• Among the 15 camera pan instances, there about 8 of them are panning from left to right and 7 from right to left.
However, by further looking into the time stamps of the instances, it is further revealed that many instances are tempo-
rally connected. There are 7 pair of continuous of panning from left to right or vise versa. Among them, only one is a pair
panning from right to left. It seems to suggest that panning from left to right happens more naturally and frequently. 
• A further study by cross checking the temporal overlap of the “VideoCameraMotion” instances with the “VideoAu-
tioEvent” instances reveals that when camera is in motion, the audio rarely presents as speech, singing, or semantically
meaningful audio segment.
• Regarding the “VideoKeyframe” asset, there are total 30 instances identified by the consumers. 15 out of 30 are ones
with face(s) and 7 of the rest of them have important signs, such as birthday cake, identified. The fact that the number of
keyframes is much fewer than the number of camera motions hints that the “keyframe” notion may not be intuitive to
consumers. Also, the frames with non-natural objects, such as face, case, building, are more likely to be chosen as key-
frames. 

The experiment described above reveals some discovers among the accumulated “VideoCameraMotion” and
“VideoKeyframe” metadata. More interestingly, it demonstrates that for other interested video assets, similar analysis can
be performed to mine the data and reveal insights, if they exist, embedded within the data. Given such data is resulted
from consumer’s interaction with video content, the revealed knowledge reflects consumer’s capture pattern and usage
pattern on applying metadata for video management.

7   DISCUSSION

PVM is evolving as both a consumer oriented video management application and a research platform to explore con-
sumer’s interest on video assets and demand on video technologies. Regarding the future development, there are two
directions that are of our interest. First, as the experiments revealed, there is rich knowledge to be learned from consum-
ers’ interaction with video. So it is our interest to further explore the metadata accumulated from consumer interaction
with video content. This may involve utilizing more advanced data mining techniques, such as association rule learning,
to perform mining on multiple metadata asset categories. The analysis may also incorporate the low lever features from
video analysis in discovering the association between low level features and the formation of high level assets; The sec-
ond direction is to investigate how to motivate better media analysis technologies by taking the mined knowledge into
account. One such example is the semi-automatic highlight detection work described in [9]. As the mined knowledge is
derived directly from consumers’ experience, it can server as a valuable driving force for developing media analysis tech-
nologies that address consumers’ needs more effectively. 
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